EVERYDAY CARE

- Use a damp microfiber cloth in warm water. As you wipe down the surface, try to move with the grain direction. This will be enough to remove any dust and dirt. If necessary, follow up with another dry microfiber cloth to soak up any excess moisture.
- If you need to do some deeper cleaning and handle stubborn grim, try mixing mild soap and warm water. You can even try using a light spray of non-ammonia based glass cleaner to help get things clean.
- Petroleum solvent based polishes are not recommended.

WEAR AND TEAR CARE

- Your order includes a touch up pen and fill stick
- Small scratches can be covered by coloring with color matched touch up pen
- Deep scratches are filled with the color matched fill stick. Apply firmly to fill scratch and remove excess with a thin plastic card.
- After scratch is filled and material dries, buff with a soft lint free cotton cloth

HARDWARE CARE

- Wipe clean using a mild soap and warm water on knobs and pulls. Never use silver or brass polish.
- Thoroughly dry surfaces after cleaning with a lint free cloth
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**Drawer Removal and Attachment**

**Drawer Removal**

1. Partially open drawer and remove contents.

2. For slide on the left side of drawer box, locate the black tab and push **up** to release.

3. For slide on right side of drawer box, locate the black tab and push **down** to release. With both tabs released at the same time slide out the drawer.

**Drawer Attachment**

1. To re-install drawer, align the drawer slides on both sides and gently push drawer closed and re-open. Locking tabs do not need to be pressed.

2. Open and close drawer several times to assure proper alignment.
**Roll-out Shelf Relocation**

1. Remove roll-out shelf from runners.
2. To remove runners, loosen screw near the back...
3. ...and the front. Reattached shelf runner at desired location
4. Re-install roll-out shelf.
**Door Hinge Adjustment**

To adjust the spacing and alignment of your doors after installation, closet hinges are six-way adjustable.

**Height**
Loosen center screw on each hinge. Move door to desired position. Re-tighten each screw.

**Side to Side**
Using a Phillips screw driver, rotate front screw moving the door to desired position.

**Depth**
Using a Phillips screw driver, rotate back screw moving the door to desired position.

**SOFT CLOSE ON/OFF**

Door hinges feature a soft-close function switch that can be turned “on” or “off”.

Move switch to show the “+” symbol to activate the close function.

Move switch to show the “-” symbol to turn soft close function off.
Cabinets with Legs Installation and Adjustment

1. Lay cabinet on its side and mount the four adjustable legs to the underside of the cabinet. Position a leg in each corner and make sure the attachment plate overlays the cabinet side panels as shown.

2. Before standing cabinet up, twist leg leveler adjustment glide to fully extend.

3. Level cabinet by turning leg adjuster to desired height.

You can adjust the force that the hinge closes by turning align screw.

To increase force to close door, use a 4mm Allen wrench and turn clockwise. To allow door to close more freely, adjust hinge counterclockwise.